
Attack:  Our Principles

Basic key points:
● Extend outside to or beyond the 12 

● Check in to the 12 and back out to receive 
the ball

● Team offense is all about BALANCE - 
creating imbalance (space) to find an 
opportunity, then back to balance 
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Overall, we value the following principles over plays:

1. Decision making - the best opportunity is not always the first one 
2. Solid stickwork is foundational
3. We cannot do anything if we do not possess the ball and take care 

of it  
4. Three-seconds lacrosse- quick decisions and be a threat 
5. Everyone is active and involved 
6. Force the defense to constantly shift and rotate 
7. Always two-pass out of double teams 



Flow of offense
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OFFENSE:   Fast Break → Slow Break → Motion Set 

● We first look for the fast break up the field ONLY if we have a 
man-up advantage or clear lane to goal

● If that is not there, we go into slow break where we get the ball 
behind the net and to the opposite side of  where it came from and 
look for our midfielders cutting through the 8m for passing options 
(then they circle back up top)

● If that is not there, then we always get into our open set and 
motion offense 



Flow of offense part 2
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● When a motion is run well, it is very hard to stop because of the 
many different options and threats. 

● It also teaches players the principles that will allow them to be 
great players, learn how to work together and for each other, and 
the freedom and responsibility to make their own decisions based 
on the defense 



Key points for an offensive flow 
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● Player Motion PRINCIPLES - you have 2 options in every position 
○ With the ball - BE A THREAT or move it (don’t hold for more than about 3 seconds) 
○ Next to the ball (adjacents) - HELP to the outside, BACKDOOR to the inside 
○ Opposite Ball - Keep defender occupied, if they turn away - make them pay! 

(ponytail rule)
● Team Motion PRINCIPLES

○ Look for the BEST opportunity, not always the FIRST opportunity 
○ Looks for the 1v1 options at the start of the game and then passes will open up 
○ Ball Movement (especially low-->high) is crucial and makes defenders spin
○ Person with ball always has right to goal  - GET OUT OF WAY OF TEAMMATES 

(especially if you are in the middle - stay opposite ball)
○ Look to replace teammates on rotations 



MOTIONS
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ALL operate under fundamentals above 

● 52 - like two gears working together 
○ 5 up top are together (2A, 3M) - rotate together
○ 2 down low are together (2A) - rotate together 

● 412- one person in the middle 
● 4 up top are together (1A, 3M)
● 1 A in the middle (smart player, freelancing and staying opposite ball)
● 2 down low are together (2A)

● 322
○ 3 up top - 1 on each wing and 1 top center (3M)
○ 2 in the middle working together and working opposite ball (2A)
○ 2 down low are together (2A) 



HOW TO CREATE OPPORTUNITY 

1. Staying big - Spacing and shape 
a. Out to the 12-15 meter 
b. 5-2

2. Always staying active - knowing current role 
a. Off-ball movement is just as important 
b. With ball- be a threat 

i. Dodge or pass 
c. Next to ball - Create space

i. X-cut /through cut
ii. V-cut
iii. Backdoor cut 
iv. Set a pick 

d. Opposite to ball: 
i. Keep your defenders ACTIVE 

ATTACK
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Our go-to play-makers

1. Through cut 
2. Give and gos 
3. X cuts 
4. Pick down 
5. Pick across 
6. On-ball picks
7. Anticipation cut through (and drive) 
8. 2-pass
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